ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: March 8, 2010

Subject: BID #10-011, Interior & Exterior Equipment for (6) 2010 Patrol Marked Vehicles, (3) 2010 F-150Trucks

• Bid opening has been extended to March 17, 2010 at 2:00 p.m.

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced BID; the response to the following questions:

1. On the 6 patrol vehicles: Item H. — I think the part number is incorrect. If you want the plug in headlight flasher, I think you are looking for 656101-06 from Federal Signal. Please clarify.

   YES THAT’S THE ONE WE NEED
   656101-06

2. On the 3 Ford F-150 Super crew: Item 1. — Do you have a configuration for the light bar in this item? The spec as written gives a great deal of leeway to us in configuring the light bar.

   SAME CONFIGURATION AS THE PATROL CARS

3. Item 2. — The “GG 3 pc F-150 2010” to me indicates a grill guard to mount the winch. In item14, it also mentions “Push Bumper/brush guard/winch
bumper”. These look like duplications. In which item do you want the winch grill guard to be included?

**BRUSH GUARD**

4. Item 5. Do you want the mounting brackets included in this item? Also do you want spotlights for both the passenger and driver sides?

**YES, BRACKETS INCLUDED.**
**YES, SPOT LIGHTS ON PASSENGER AND DRIVER SIDE**

5. Item 9. This item includes a laptop mount, which is also included in Item 24. One Precision and the other is from Gamber-Johnson. Do you want both of these? If not, which do you want?

**PRECISION**

6. Item 10. Are the specs for this Tough Book the same as in Item E for the patrol vehicles?

**YES, THE SAME**

7. Item 12. Are the specs for the Radio the same as in Item P for the patrol vehicles?

**YES**

8. Item 14. There is mention of “Oval bar Black” in this item. Also, in Item 18, there is a request for “Running boards, black full length”. Is this for oval tube step bars for the truck? If so, do you want bars just for the cab of the truck, or so you want a 3rd step for the bed of the truck? There are also different types of running boards, different step bars, which could be quoted. If you want step bars.

**DISREGUARD OVAL BAR BLACK JUST RUNNING BOARDS, BLACK, QUAD CAB ONLY, NO THIRD STEP**

9. Item 17. The Cuda Trioptic 3pk blue and red are discontinued items. Federal has replaced them with the Viper EXT. They also have a less expensive option with their IMPAXX series. The Viper EXT has 8 LED’s and the IMPAXX has 3 LED’s. Do you want to go with one of these options?

**YES, THE VIPER EXT**

10. Item 20. I do not know of a cover that is both sliding and folding. The las F-150’s you did had an Extang Solid Fold cover. Do you want the same cover, or are you looking for something different?
YES THE SAME

11. Item 21 to 24. Will the F150’s that you are getting have a factory center console?

NO

If so, will you want to remove it? Again on item 24, will you want this dock or the one from Precision?

PRECISION

12. Item 25 and 26. Were these items skipped?

NO, OUR ERROR

13. Item 28. This item has a “(2)” in it. Does this mean that you want 2 of this per vehicle?

YES, ONE IS FOR THE HEADLIGHTS THE OTHER IS FOR THE TAIL LIGHTS

Item P. States the radios must be P25 ready. Do they need to be P25 conventional or P25 trucking?

P25 READY (CONVENTIONAL)